
* Based upon district reported data from 2015-2016
** Calculated from district reported data

My District’s Nursing Facts (As seen through the lens of HB2693, 2009)

District: Total nursing FTE*: 

Total # of Students*: # of Medically Complex* students: 

# of low risk students** # of Medically Fragile* students: 

Legally required Nurse:Student ratios   Medically Complex 1:225   Medically Fragile 1:125
http://www.ode.state.or.us/groups/supportstaff/hklb/schoolnurses/201516nursereportfinal.pdf

My Nursing Facts

My Caseload:

I care for _____# students.  I cover ________ # schools.  I care for students ages        to           .

My Challenge:

My Choice:

My Outcome:

District’s Nurse:Student Ratios
Medically Fragile 1:125
Medically Complex  1:225

All other students  1: 
(NASN Recommendation 1:750)

My Legislators
Name Party Legislative Body Phone #

OR House Dist #
OR Senate Dist #

Ron Wyden D US Senate 202-224-5244
Jeff Merkley D US Senate 202-224-3753

US House Dist #
Sources:
https://www.oregonlegislature.gov/findyourlegislator/leg-districts.html
https://www.usa.gov/elected-officials



* Based upon district reported data from 2015-2016
** Calculated from district reported data

Elements of a Compelling Story

An effective story of self has to have elements of both the analytical and the emotional. 
It is a story that involves the head and the heart — and moves people to use their hands 
and feet in action.

The key to storytelling is understanding that values inspire action through emotion. We 
experience our values emotionally — they are what actually move us to act. Because 
stories allow us to express our values not as abstract principles, but as lived 
experience, they have the power to move others to action as well.

The key focus is on choice points: moments in our lives when values are formed 
because of a need to choose in the face of great uncertainty. When did you first care 
about being heard, or learn that you were concerned about the issue on which you want 
to take action? Why? When did you feel you had to do something about it? Why did you 
feel you could? What were the circumstances? What specific choice did you make?

A plot begins with an unexpected challenge that confronts a character with an urgent 
need to pay attention, to make a choice — a choice for which he or she is unprepared. 
The choice yields an outcome, and the outcome teaches a moral.

Challenge: What was the specific challenge you faced? Why did you feel it was a 
challenge? What was so challenging about it? Why was it your challenge?

Choice: What was the specific choice you made? Why did you make the choice you 
did? Where did you get the courage (or not)? Where did you get the hope (or not)? How 
did it feel?

Outcome: What happened as a result of your choice? What hope can it give us? How 
did the outcome feel? Why did it feel that way? What did it teach you? What do you 
want to teach us? How do you want us to feel?

http://billmoyers.com/content/how-to-tell-your-story-of-self/
Calculations:

#MC*    =  FTE required for MC Students** (MC FTE) 
225

#MF*    =  FTE required for MF Students** (MF FTE)
125

MC FTE**  + MF FTE** =  Required MC/MF FTE** 

Total FTE*  - MC/MF  FTE**   = Remaining (low risk) FTE** 

# of low risk students**   = # of LR students/nurse** 
        Low risk FTE


